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United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs
(UNOOSA)
Vision
Bringing the benefits of space to
humankind.

Mission Statement
Promote international cooperation in
the peaceful uses of outer space to
achieve sustainable development goals.

STS-131 and Expedition 23 crew members
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UNOOSA: our roles
CONVENER: facilitating inter-governmental negotiations
in the development of new space policy at the UN level.

CAPACITY BUILDER: access to cutting edge space-data
and information, building capacity to use such data to
accelerate sustainable development.

GATEWAY: the UN hub for space activities, connecting
space agencies, the private sector, civil society and other
parts of the UN system on space-related affairs at the
UN.
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Our activities

Main programmes and platforms
 Secretariat to COPUOS
 Programme on Space Applications
 Access to Space For All
 UN-wide coordination - UN-Space
 UN Register of Space Objects
 UN-SPIDER

 International Committee on Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (ICG)
 Space Mission Planning Advisory Group (SMPAG)…
More info: www.unoosa.org
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UNOOSA: Discharging the SG’s treaty obligations
 Maintain the Register of Objects

Launched into Outer Space.

 Disseminate information relating to outer space activities

(including discovery of harmful phenomena) provided by States.
 Disseminate information relating to the recovery of “foreign”

astronauts in distress and/or space objects by States within their
territory and their return.
 Disseminating information relating to lunar exploration and

habitation.
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UNOOSA: a convener
 UNOOSA, Secretariat to the UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(COPUOS), facilitates policy and legal discussions on space affairs at the UN level.
 COPUOS, the UN General Assembly’s dedicated forum for peaceful uses of outer
space.
 COPUOS is one of the fastest growing
body of the General Assembly system,
with membership growing by nearly 20%
in the last five years alone
 In 2018, new agenda item and new
Working Group in COPUOS were agreed
upon with mandates until 2020 to
elaborate a “Space2030” agenda
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The Space2030 agenda
• Crucial to underpin the mutual benefits
that space provides to humankind
worldwide
• Outline a comprehensive and inclusive
long-term vision for space.
• First document of this magnitude dealing
with space activities in support of three
global UN frameworks
• Special focus on non-state actors as major
drivers of the future space sector
• Aim to strengthen international
cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer
space to bridge the space divide
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Exploration and innovation


An Action Team on Space Exploration and
Innovation was created in the lead up to
UNISPACE+50.



Acting on a recommendation, COPUOS agreed, in
2018, to consider space exploration and
innovation as an agenda item starting in 2019



March 2019 – UN/Jordan Workshop on Global
Partnership in Space Exploration and Innovation,
and will include both capacity-building and
strategic components
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Space resources and space economy
Why?


Celestial bodies contain a rich diversity
of various materials useful for human
activities on Earth and in space



Potential use in developing space
infrastructure (3D printing, construction
materials)



Generating rocket fuel to make space
exploration more efficient



Metals for use back on Earth in many
different fields (precious metals)



Economic benefits in trillions of dollars
Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
Images: ESA/Rosetta/MPS
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Space resources and space economy
UNOOSA and SDA Bocconi
Space resource mining is an emerging area of
economic activity in space
UNOOSA and SDA Bocconi are working together
to foster not just emerging but also foundational
space economic activities.
We will launch, in 2019, a course dedicated to
representatives from emerging space faring
nations to deliver training on key elements of a
successful space economy.
The focus will be on how to regulate, insure and
finance space activities in adherence to
international normative frameworks
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Legal Subcommittee of COPUOS
 General exchange of views on the legal aspects of space traffic

management (2016)
 General exchange of views on the application of international law to small

satellite activities (2016)
 General exchange of views on potential legal models for activities

in

exploration, exploitation and utilization of space resources (2017)
 During the debate on this issue

two broad camps have emerged.
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Space Resources: an ongoing debate


One side of the debate:

These activities represent great opportunity for public and private sector, both for
terrestrial applications as well as for sustaining deeper and longer space
exploration activities. A number of Member States already enacting domestic
legislation, under their authorization and continuing supervision.


Another side of the debate:

Calling for greater understanding of how the benefits of space resource utilization
should be shared among humanity and that this understanding should be arrived at
and made binding before such activities begin.

As the secretariat of COPUOS,
UNOOSA will continue to
convene and facilitate the
debate on this topic.
Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
Image: ESA/Rosetta/MPS
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National policy and regulatory frameworks


National perspectives (space economy, space society, space accessibility, space
diplomacy); national security;



Integration of a wider range of national activities; overarching coordination;



To fulfil obligations under treaties to which a State has become a party;



To achieve consistency and
predictability in the conduct of
space activities under the
jurisdiction of the State;



To provide a practical regulatory
system for non-governmental and
private sector involvement;



Basis for regional and
international cooperation, etc.
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UNOOSA organized capacity-building activities in
space law and policy
Series of UN workshops on space law: Netherlands (2002); Republic of Korea(2003); Brazil
(2004); Nigeria (2005); Ukraine (2006); Iran (2009); Thailand (2010); Argentina (2012); China
(2014); UNOV Vienna (2016).
New series of UN conference on space law and policy: Russian Federation (2018); planned
with Turkey (2019)
 Promote awareness of legal and policy
aspects
 Draw attention of authorities and decisionmakers to topical issues

 Promote implementation of the legal regime
of outer space
 Enhance capacity-building efforts
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Space Law for New Space Actors
As such debates continue on emerging areas it is important that activities to
increase awareness and adherence to the existing normative framework continue.

This is of fundamental importance to maintain the stable, secure and sustainable
nature of the space environment.
In response, UNOOSA is establishing a new
project, targeted for new space actors to:
 Deliver training on applying international space
law at the national level, tailored to policy makers
and regulators in new space faring nations.
 Engineer a step change in outreach and advocacy
for existing UN legal instruments on space.
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Space law and policy for new space actors
Fostering responsible national space activities
3-4 year project in different stages for targeted and
tailored capacity-building and advisory services aimed
for regulatory authorities of emerging space nations
Assess needs of requesting States on technical legal
assistance, taking into account judicial, administrative
and technical requirements
Raise awareness of the fundamental principles of
international space law, and how those apply to
operational space activities
Work with space law and policy experts worldwide

Source: SpaceX
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